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ABSTRACT 
A scalar valued function d of the m-square matrices is defined. It depends on a 
subgroup G of S,,, and an irreducible representation of G. Two questions are 
discussed: (1) What can be said about tbe roots of d(zl- A)? (2) If A > B and 
d(A)= d(B)#O, must A = B? (The notation A > B means A, B, and A-B are 
positive semidefinite hermitian.) Some partial answers are obtained. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a subgroup of S,. Let u-+ U(a) = ( uii( u)) be a unitary represen- 
tation of G of degree k. For 1 < n < k, we define the nth partial character of 
u bY 
If A = (aii) is a generic m-square matrix, define 
d(A) = 2 x,,(u) fi a,(+ 
UEG t=1 
(When n = k, d is the ordinary generalized matrix function of Schur [19; 111. 
The more general functions (1) have previously been studied in [ 141.) Finally, 
if A, B and A - B are positive semidefinite hermitian matrices, write A > B. 
The problems referred to in the title are these: (1) What can be said about 
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the roots of the polynomial d(zZ- A)? (2) If A > B and d(A) = d(B)#O, what 
can be said about A and B? 
II. THE FIRST PROBLEM 
If A is an m-square matrix, we can consider the d-polynomial d(zZ-A). 
Such generalizations of the characteristic polynomial have been the subject 
of some study. In the case k= 1, G. N. de Oliveira [17] proved that there 
exists an n-square matrix A with diagonal elements a,, . . . ,a, and such that 
per (zZ - A) is a prescribed polynomial p(z), if and only if - Ca, is the 
coefficient of ,zn-’ in p. He asked under what conditions per could be 
replaced by d. Recently, S. Friedland [5] proved (for an algebraically closed 
field) that a matrix A exists with prescribed d-polynomial and prescribed 
nonprincipal elements. 
Oliveira triggered a landslide of articles by conjecturing in [16] that if A is 
doubly stochastic and irreducible, then per(zZ - A) has no real roots if n is 
even, and exactly one if n is odd. (See [3], [4], [7] and [8].) In [18] it was 
proved by Oliveira that the permanental roots of A (the roots of per(zZ - A)) 
lie in the Gersgorin circles. Simultaneously, P. M. Gibson [S] was proving 
that the permanental roots lie in the Casini ovals. Gibson used his theorem to 
improve the Brenner-Brualdi result [1] that the permanental roots of a 
nonnegative matrix are bounded by the spectral radius (i.e., the maximum 
modulus of the eigenvalues of A). 
THEOREM 1. Let A be an m-square normal matrix. Let p be the spectral 
radius of A. Then each root T of d(zZ-A) satisfies lrl< cp, where 
EXAMPLE. Let A = ’ ’ 
( 1 
. Then per(zZ - A) = n(z - 2). The eigenval- 
-1 1 
ues of A are 12 i, and p = fi . For m = 2, 1.61< c < 1.62. Thus, cp > 2.27 
>2=max]r]. 
Of course, one wonders how much Theorem 1 could be improved if A 
were assumed to be positive semidefinite hermitian. I have not been able to 
construct an A > 0 for which a root of per(zZ- A) lies outside the circle 
IZI = P. 
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THEOREM 2. If A is a hermitian matrix with eigenvalues X, > - * * > A,,,, 
then the real roots of d(.zZ- A) lie in the interval [&,,,hJ. 
THEOREM 3. Zf A > 0 is 2 X 2 with eigenvalues h, > X,, the roots of 
d(zZ- A) have modulus GX,. 
A number of interesting questions arise. (1) If A > 0, are the real parts of 
the permanental roots of A nonnegative? (If A is 2 X 2 or 3 X 3, the answer is 
yes. This is because the sum of the permanental roots is equal to the trace.) 
(2) Can {A > 0: per(zZ- A) has nonnegative roots} be characterized? (See 
[18, p. 1921.) (3) C an any significance be attached to the convex hull of the 
permanental roots of A > O? (4) If A > 0, do the permanental roots have any 
interlacing properties? 
III. THE SECOND PROBLEM 
Suppose A, B and A - B are positive semidefinite hermitian, and d(A) 
= d(B) #O. The following result was proved in [15]: If d = det, or if U is the 
principal representation, then A = B. In [lo], Marcus and Gordon reproved 
the result for d = per. 
THEOREM 4. Zf A >B and d(A)=d(B)#O, then rangeA=rangeB. 
THEOREM 5. Let P be a unitary matrix. Let f be the function of m 
variables okfined by 
fb 1 ,..., x,)=d(P*diag(xr ,..., x,,,)P). 
If A p...,xm,p 1,. . . ,p,,, are 2m nonnegative numbers satisfying pi > 4, 1~ i 
< m, with at least one strict inequality, and if f(A,, . . , ,L) #O, then 
f(I-J 1, * * *3&L,) >f (A,, * * * 3&J > 0. 
COROLLARY 1. ZfA>B,AB=BA,andd(A)=d(B)#O, thenA=B. 
It is still an open question to determine if the conditions A > B and 
d(A) = d(B)#O imply that A = B. 
COROLLARY 2. SupposeA,B>O,andAB=BA.IfO<cu<l,then 
d(aA+(l-a)B)>d(A”B’-*). 
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Zfd(aA+(l-cy)B)#O,thenequalityhold.sifandonlyifA=B. 
IV. PROOFS 
We begin with Theorem 2. It is proved in [14, Corollary 21 that if H > 0, 
then d(H) > ndetH. If z >A,, then zZ- A is positive definite, and from the 
above remark, d(zZ - A) > 0. If z < &, th en zZ- A is negative definite and 
(-1)” d(zZ-A)=d(A-xZ)>O. 
In Theorem 3, the possibilities for d are h, per and det, where h(A) 
= a,,a,,. Since X, Q al,, az2 Q A,, it remains to prove the theorem when 
d = per. The permanental roots of A are the numbers 
trA & ((trA)2-4perA)1’2 
r= 
2 
By Theorem 2, we may assume these are not real. Thus, 4perA > (trA)’ and 
< 2(trA)2 - 4 detA 
= (2X,)“. 
(Of course, (trA)2 > 4detA with equality if and only if A is a scalar.) 
Further progress must await the development of more powerful methods. 
(See [9] for an excellent new reference to the following material.) 
Let V be a finite dimensional inner product space. Let $ V be the mth 
tensor power of V. The inner product of V induces an inner product in 6 V 
given by 
m 
(u,@*.. @Jl&,w,@... @U&J= n (U&)’ 
t=1 
where u,@ . . . @urn is the tensor product of the indicated vectors. For every 
u E S,, there is a linear operator P(u) on G V such that P(a-‘)(ui@ . . . @ 
urn)= uotl,@ * . . @q+,,, for every ui,...,u, E V. It is not hard to see that 
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a+P(a) is a representation of S,. Let 
Then [14, Theorem 31 8 is an orthogonal projection onto its range. Let 
q*. * * *&=qq@. . . 8 0,). If T is a linear operator on V, denote by K(T) 
the mth Kronecker power of T, i.e., K(T) is the linear operator on 5 V 
determined by 
Clearly, K(T) commutes with 0. It follows that K( T)(u,* * . . *u,,,) = (TV,) 
*. . . *(W,J 
LEMMA 1. Let A = (aii) be m-square. Let dim V= m and let e,, . . . ,e,,, be 
an orthonormal basis of V. Let T be the linear operator on V defined by 
Tei = 2:’ laiiei. Then 
d(A) = q(K(T)(e,*...*e,),e,**..*em). 
The proof (given in [14]) 1s a straightforward computation. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 4. Again, we take e,, . . . ,e,,, to be an 
orthonormal basis of V. Define linear operators S and T on V by Se, = C aiiei 
and Tej = E bijei. Then S and T are positive semidefinite hermitian transfor- 
mations and (we use the same notation) S > T. Thus, K(S) > K(T). But 
(K(S)(e,*.*.*e,,J,e,*.*.*e,,J=-&d(A) 
= L-d(B) 
o(G) 
=(K(T)(e,*...*e,),e,**..*e,), 
or ([K(S)-K(T)]e,***. *e,,e,*.e* *e,)=O. Since K(S)-K(T)>O, it fol- 
lows that [K(S)-K(T)]e,***.*e,=O, or Se,**..*Se,=Te,***.*Te,#O. 
Applying the result in [13], we obtain (Se,, . . . ,Se,,,) = (Te,, . . . ,Te,,,), i.e., 
range S = range T. 
Before proving Theorems 1 and 5, we need a preliminary result. 
LEMMA 2. Let A = P* DP, where P= ( pii) is unitary and D is diagonal 
with eigenvalues h 1,. . . ,A,,,. Let r be the set of functions from { 1,2,. . . ,m} to 
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itself. Then there exist nonnegative numbers M,, YET, with C,,,,M,= 1 
such that 
This lemma generalizes known results for the case n = k. 
Proof. Let e,,..., e, be an orthonormal basis of V. Then 
( e,*. . * *em,el*- * * *e,)=(O(e,@. . * C3em),0(el@ -. . @em)) 
=(O(e,@*-. 63e,),e,@-~- me,) 
It follows that (o(G)/kn)‘/2e,*. . * *e,,, is a unit vector in g V. Thus, if A is 
a normal matrix, let T be the (normal) operator on V defined by T(eJ 
= C aiiei. It follows from (2) that d(A)/n appears on the main diagonal of the 
matrix representation of K(T) with respect to some orthonormal basis 
(namely, one which includes (o(G)/kn)‘/“e,* * * * *e,). But, this matrix rep- 
resentation will be normal. Now, the main diagonal elements of a normal 
matrix belong to the convex hull of the eigenvalues, and the eigenvalues of 
K(T) are II?_ &,), Y E I. H 
We now prove Theorem 5. Suppose pi > & 1 -G i < m, and pj >+. If 
f(p 1, * . . J&J = f (A,, * * *, A,), it follows from (3) that M, =0 whenever 
i E range y. In particular, 
But, A=P*diag(pi ,..., p,JP>B=P*diag(& ,..., +i,O,y+i,...,~&,) P, and 
d(A)= d(B)#O. By Theorem 4, rangeA=rangeB. But we have constructed 
A and B so that rankA > rank B. 
Corollary 1 follows immediately from Theorem 5: If AB = BA, there exists 
a unitary P such that P*AP and P*BP are both diagonal. 
Corollary 2 is an immediate consequence of [15, Theorem 21 and 
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Corollary 1. 
To prove Theorem 1, we observe that if A is normal, so is ZZ - A. Thus, by 
Lemma 2, d(zZ- A)/a lies in the convex hull of the numbers IIy=‘,,(z -&,), 
y~r, where A,,...,&,, are the eigenvalues of A. The idea of the proof is to 
choose IzI sufficiently large so that zero is not in this convex hull. 
The eigenvalues of A lie in the disc IzI < p. Let z,, be an arbitrary complex 
number. Then the numbers x0-- hi lie in the disc Iz- ,q,l< p. How large must 
x0 be so that the numbers 
will lie in a half plane which does not include the origin? Consider Fig. 1. 
Observe that if large-argtu < a/m, for any two numbers z, w in the disc 
shown, then 
FIG. 1 
for any 2m numbers zr, . . . ,z,,,, wl,. . . , w,,, in the same disc. Thus, it suffices to 
arrange tan/3 < r/2m. But x/(cp- y) = y/x and thus x2+ y2= cpy. Also, 
x2+ y2=p2. Fr om p2= cpy it follows that y =p/c and x=p(l- c-2)1/2. 
Thus, tanp= y/x=(c2- 1)-‘12. Setting (c2- 1)-‘/2< a/2m, we obtain 
c > (1 + (2m/7r)2Y’2. 
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